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Aboard the HMS Pinafore, sailor Ralph Rackstraw and the
Captain’s daughter, Josephine, are madly in love. Neither dares
declare it, divided as they are by the barriers of class.

When Josephine’s father attempts to arrange a match between her
and Sir Joseph Porter, the first Lord of the Admiralty, the young
lovers are galvanised into action, aided and abetted by Ralph’s
fellow sailors, and Sir Joseph’s tender-hearted sisters, cousins and
aunts. Will Josephine ever be with the one she loves, or will the
prejudices of class separate them for good?

A satirical tale of forbidden love and shocking revelations of class
and identity, HMS Pinafore is one of the most enduringly popular
of Gilbert and Sullivan’s great comic creations.

Synopsis



OVERTURE

“We sail the ocean blue”
“Hail! men o’ war’s men”
“But tell me who’s the youth”

“The nightingale sighed for the moon’s bright ray”
“A maiden fair to see”

“My gallant crew, Good-morning”
“Sir, you are sad”

“Sorry her lot who loves too well”
“Over the bright blue sea”
“Sir Joseph’s barge is seen”
“Now give three cheers”
“When I was a lad”

“For I hold that on the seas”
“A British tar”

“Refrain, audacious tar”
“Sir Joseph has won my hand”
“The Quiv’ring Pangs”

“Can I survive this overbearing”

INTERVAL

ENTR’ACTE

“Fair moon, to thee I sing”
“Things are seldom what they seem”

“The hours creep on apace”
“Never mind the why and wherefore”

“Kind Captain, I’ve important information”
“Carefully on tip-toe stealing”

“Farewell, my own”
“A many years ago”

“Oh joy! Oh rapture unforeseen”

Songs





“HMS Pinafore” or, “The Lass that Loved a Sailor” was W.S.
Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan’s fourth collaborative work, and their
first major success. Premiering in London in 1878 and running for
571 performances, it equalled the record for an initial West End
run, and enjoyed similar success in the United States (with Gilbert
himself appearing in the New York premier). The duo would go
on to write ten more operettas together, including “The Pirates of
Penzance” and “The Mikado” (the second and third of the so-
called ‘big three’). To this day, HMS Pinafore remains a firm
favourite with audiences, schools, amateur and professional theatre
companies alike, all across the world. Its success derives from the
cast of lovable, larger-than-life characters, glorious music, and an
appealing, jovial, nautical setting.

The challenge therefore in this production was to make it true to its
original style, known and loved by audiences, but also to give it
some original flair! As with Gilbert’s original setting, it will be in a
pre-1850, early Victorian era, an age of tall ships, and post-
Trafalgar naval pride. The show is oozing with period maritime
culture, with a set festooned with flags, hornpipe choreography,
and many traditional, silly Gilbertian performances. But as well as
the traditional elements, I hope to add a few extra nuances to keep
things exciting! Chief among these is a newly commissioned duet,
“There may be a gulf ‘twixt you and I”, written by Jonathan
Whiting and Michael Morrison, which will put a spotlight on the
usually small role of cousin Hebe.



Rob Nicholas, Director

To me, what makes Pinafore stand out from the duo’s other works
is the slick, pacey story-line, and an elegant separation between the
serious and the silly. I have aimed to make some of the more
comedic scenes, such as “When I was a lad”, “Things are seldom
what they seem” and “He is an Englishman”, stand out as more
abstract and fast paced, with energetic performances, choreography,
and dynamic use of lighting. In contrast, we have sought out more
naturalism in many of the acting performances than is customary
in Pinafore, particularly in the story-line between Ralph and
Josephine. It is the thousandth rendition of an age-old, beautiful
story: that of forbidden love overcoming all barriers. Amid the
hilarity, the maritime celebration, and the other romances, it is the
story of the star-crossed lovers which occupies the centre ground in
this show, and tugs at the heartstrings more than in any other of the
duo’s collaborations.

The beautiful Minack theatre, with an already ship-like stage,
offers bountiful opportunities for putting on a brilliant rendition of
this operetta. It has been the highlight of my student years to
perform in this gorgeous space on three occasions, and a privilege
beyond words to return for the final time to direct my favourite
Gilbert and Sullivan show here. There are far too many people for
me to thank by name, but a special mention must go to our
Producer, Anastasia, our Production Manager, Sam, and our
Musical Director, Eleanor, with whom I have been collaborating
for so many COVID-interrupted months. I’d also like to give
special thanks to my Assistant Director, Emily, and
Choreographer, Ella, whose many ideas appear alongside mine on
stage, and who have kept me sane during hours of rehearsals!
Finally, I’d like to thank you, our audience, for enduring a windy
cliff face and hope that you take a fraction of the pleasure in
watching as we have had in bringing HMS Pinafore to life!







Costuming

Designing the costumes for this performance
entailed research of the Victorian era and of the
rich history of Gilbert and Sullivan
productions. I drew heavily from the colours and
movement of the coastal environment when
choosing fabrics and designing the shape and
form of many of the costumes. The Minack
theatre as a location plays a unique role, almost
like a canvas backdrop with which the costumes
must interact.

HMS Pinafore explores class to a great extent
and hence the costumes must differentiate the
social standings of the characters. Buttercup is a
good example of this; her costume consists of
garish greens and yellows, as well as tasteless
ruffles and trims, which illustrate effort and
personality but not the grace and elegance of
higher class female characters like Josephine.
That said, we have tried to make the aristocratic
Sir Joseph Porter more than a little ridiculous,
with a comically ornate hat and full military
garb. Captain Corcoran, his more seaworthy
opposite, wears a more understated and sensible
uniform to reflect his greater experience at sea.

Ella Lowden, Costume Designer





For a set designer, few theatres can be as simultaneously infatuating
and infuriating as the Minack. A theatre framed by the rugged
charm of the south Cornish coast, it boasts an iconic arsenal of
arches, blocks, balcony and dais. The unique stage and seating
presents a sight-line nightmare from seemingly every angle. And
then there are the day tourists!

With this in mind, I was keen to design a grand enough set that the
audience could see the majority of it, while also preserving the
beauty of the theatre’s stonework for its many visitors. Through the
use of rope and flags overhead, a towering mast in its centre, and
an impressive but condensed poop deck on the dais, not to mention
the lifeboat and cannons, I aimed to give the impression of a sailing
ship on dry land without being too literal, and without
compromising the vital performance space on stage.

Although the HMS Pinafore is a stolidly 19th century vessel - and
comic opera - I wanted to splash a zeal of colour over the
traditional brown boat facade. The end result uses a deliberately
primary palette drawn from naval signalling flags to pop against the
stonework, and hopefully compliment the high energy comedy that
you’ll be seeing in the show itself.

SetDesigning

Jonathan Powell, Set Designer



Sophie Ellis - Josephine
Sophie's love of HMS Pinafore began in 2004 when her father played Captain
Corcoran with his local G&S society, so she is delighted to be playing his daughter now.
She is now a fourth year Veterinary Medicine student at Queens' College Cambridge,
where she also holds a choral scholarship. Her recent roles include Clorinda (Rossini's
La Cenerentola, CUOS, West Road Concert Hall, 2020), The Wife (Dennehy's The
Last Hotel, CUOS, Fitzpatrick Hall, 2019) and Yum-Yum (The Mikado, CUGSS,
West Road Concert Hall, 2019). Sophie is also a keen pianist and French Horn player
and enjoys cross-stitching in what little free time she has left.

Seb Blount - Ralph Rackstraw
AMusic graduate from Fitzwilliam College, Cambridge, Sebastian has a strong
background in choral and solo performance. Having sung previously in the renowned
Trinity Boys Choir, and been its Head Chorister in 2014, he is currently the Lay Clerk
of Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge. His experience ranges from the everyday
rigours of chapel life, to the recording and performance of a broad range of repertoire
both at home and abroad. He was first engaged with the Cambridge University Gilbert
& Sullivan Society in the 2018 production of Trial by Jury, and has sung in two further
productions, Pirates of Penzance and Yeomen of the Guard. He trains under David
Lowe.

Tom Unwin - Captain Corcoran
Tom is working his way through a PhD in Control Theory at Wolfson College,
Cambridge. Previous singing highlights include the Pembroke Lieder Scheme and his
stint in the National Youth Choir, and he’s currently preparing to play The Count in
Le Nozze di Figaro. When he's not singing he spends his free time doing photography,
graphic design, woodworking, and mechanical design work at an electric bike startup,

Cast



Louisa Stuart-Smith - Buttercup
Louisa is a mezzo-soprano and actress studying for an MPhil in History of Art at
Trinity College, Cambridge. Her previous roles include Cesare (Giulio Cesare, 2019),
Joan (Saint Joan, 2019), Peep-Bo (Mikado, 2019) and Rinaldo (Rinaldo, 2021), and
she has an upcoming performance as Cherubino in Le Nozze di Figaro, for which she is
also the Director. Louisa also enjoys performing musical theatre, doing comedy shows
and running.

Zachary Green - Sir Joseph Porter
Zachary is currently reading English at Wolfson College, Cambridge. He previously
undertook the foundation course in acting at RADA. His previous roles include Javert
(Les Misérables), The Phantom (Phantom of the Opera) and Macbeth (Macbeth). He
is really looking forward to performing on The Minack stage and hopes you enjoy the
show!

Jonathan Whiting - Dick Dead-Eye/Composer
Jonathan has just completed his masters in music at St John’s College Cambridge. His
previous Minack credits include chorus (Patience, 2017), director (The Pirates of
Penzance, 2018) and Prince Hilarion (Princess Ida, 2019). Most recently Jonathan
composed the music to the annual Cambridge Footlights Pantomime and is currently
writing a musical to be workshopped in the new year.

Rosie McLeish - Hebe
Rosie is going into her 2nd year of studying English at Emmanuel College Cambridge.
She is a member of the improv troupe, the Cambridge Impronauts, and is the vocalist
for the Fitzwilliam College Swing Band.



James Rosser - Boatswain
James has just completed a Master's in Music at Wolfson College Cambridge and is
delighted to have the opportunity to return to the stage at last. James covered most of the
G&S repertoire performing with Bournemouth G&S, Winchester Musicals and Opera
Society, and Pocket Theatre in Southampton, most recently playing Dick Deadeye in
HMS Pinafore at the Poole Lighthouse in 2018. In 2019 he performed with Romsey
Amateur Operatic and Dramatic Society (RAODS) as Charlie in Fin Kennedy's
How To Disappear Completely And Never Be Found.

Jonny Tsang - Bob Becket
Jonny read at Queens' College, Cambridge, graduating with a PhD in fluid dynamics
in 2019. Their previous roles include Major (Patience, Robinson, 2019), and directed a
production of Handel's Judas Maccabaeus (Queens' Chamber Choir, 2019). In their
spare time, Jonny is a choral singer, cyclist and backgammon player.

Ella Palmer - Chorus/Choreographer
Ella has just finished her second year studying languages at Newnham College,
Cambridge. Her previous roles include choreographer for On Your Bike (Edinburgh
Fringe, 2021), Jharn (Ghoul of the Music Hall, Cambridge University Light
Entertainment Society online), and choreographer and performer in Cambridge
University Show Choir. In her spare time Ella likes to write short plays and go to dance
classes.

Greg Brunt - Chorus
Greg is about to start his second year of his undergraduate degree in Land Economy at
Clare College, Cambridge. This is his first role since joining the university, but has
performed a lot previously. Greg is a keen cyclist and runner and enjoys rowing as part
of a college team.



Harriet Spring - Chorus
Harriet has just finished her undergraduate degree in Asian and Middle Eastern Studies
at Gonville and Caius College Cambridge. Her previous roles include Pitti-Sing in the
G&S Society's production of The Mikado and Phoebe in Yeomen of the Guard.

Ruth Pugh - Chorus
Ruth is about to start her fourth year of Maths at Warwick University, and is in her
third show here at the Minack, having previously been in the Pirates of Penzance (2018)
and Princess Ida (2019). Outside of G&S, previous shows include La Vie Parisienne
(WAC, 2018) and the Bartered Bride (WAC, 2019). Ruth is also a clarinetist and
enjoys playing in the Wind Orchestra at university.

Christian Longstaff - Chorus
Christian has just finished a year of English, and is switching to Political Sciences at
Peterhouse. Before arriving at Cambridge, his previous roles included Lysander (A
Midsummer Night's Dream, Oxford Playhouse, 2019), John Wellington Wells (The
Sorcerer, Gilbert and Sullivan Festival, 2018) and two other G&S performances.
Whilst not acting, he takes to directing in college as well as coxing the M2 boat

Victoria Gray - Chorus
Vicky arrived at Jesus College to read History in 2015, and afterwards completed an
MPhil in Medieval History. Previous roles with CUG&SS include the Fairy Queen
(Iolanthe, 2018) and Lady Sangazure (The Sorcerer, 2020). She also directed The
Yeomen of the Guard at the Brickhouse Theatre in Cambridge in 2018. She has just
completed a year as a trainee librarian at Trinity College, and will soon be completing
her formal librarianship training at University College London.



Gabriel Jones - Chorus
Gabriel is just about to begin his second year studying History and French at King's
College Cambridge. He has previously trod the boards as Jason (Ordinary Days, ADC
Theatre, 2020) and voiced the sports reader, Richard Dick (Tomorrow's News,
CamFM, 2021). As well as his theatrical exploits, he sings with King's Voices and,
much to his own surprise, rows with his college club.

Tom Hayes- Chorus
Tom is an undergraduate going into his second year of English at Sidney Sussex
College Cambridge. His previous roles include Corny Collins (Hairspray, Queen's
Hall Theatre, 2018) and Baby (Mojo, Queen's Hall Theatre, 2019), and he is preparing
for Ghost Quartet at the Corpus Playroom this autumn. HMS Pinafore will be his first
foray into opera/operetta since performing in the children's chorus in several productions
of Carmen - he anticipates that Pinafore will be slightly more challenging.

Rose Painter - Chorus
Rose has just finished first year studying English at Trinity Hall Cambridge. She is
excited to be taking part in her first university production, having previously performed
in school musicals and local amateur dramatics. In her spare time Rose enjoys knitting,
daydreaming and reading fantasy YA novels.

Katja Ruda - Chorus
Katja is going into her second year of Engineering at Queens' College, Cambridge. She
is a keen violinist and also likes to knit socks in her spare time!



Pearl Eagling- Chorus
Pearl recently graduated from Churchill College Cambridge, having studied
Manufacturing Engineering. She was first introduced to Gilbert and Sullivan in her
third year of study when she performed as part of the chorus in the university society's
production of The Sorcerer. Prior to this, she took part in the university ballet society's
annual productions, most recently playing Helena in Midsummer Night’s Dream. She
has also been an active member of Churchill Chapel choir throughout her time at
Cambridge. She is greatly looking forward to performing at the spectacular stage of the
Minack, with a wonderful group of people.

Estera Ulrich-Oltean - Chorus
Estera has just completed her first year of Asian and Middle Eastern Studies at
Newnham College, Cambridge. This will be Estera's first live onstage performance
since the pandemic but she has enjoyed a variety of voice acting and behind the scenes
roles over the last year. Estera is also very fond of writing.







Rob Nicholas - Director
Rob performed in his first show with the Cambridge University Gilbert and Sullivan
society in the spring of 2017, in his first year studying Biology at Fitzwilliam college.
The show was HMS Pinafore. Since then he has performed in a variety of chorus and
principal roles with the society, inclucing three times at the Minack: Major Murgatroyd
in "Patience" 2017, The Pirate King in "The Pirates of Penzance" 2018 and Florian in
"Princess Ida" 2019. He has even dabbled in Musical Directing, wielding the baton for
"Trial by Jury" in Cambridge in 2018. After a failed attempt last year, he feels it a fitting
home-coming to return to the Minack for the fourth and final time, to Direct HMS
Pinafore.

Anastasia Joyce - Producer
Anastasia has just finished her undergraduate degree in English at Newnham College
Cambridge. Her previous credits include ANERDYFANGIRL394 (Corpus
Playroom, Producer), The Plague (Corpus Playroom, Rambert) and Two Man Show
(ADC Theatre, Assistant Director). HMS Pinafore is her first introduction to the
operettas of Gilbert and Sullivan and the church hall living/rehearsal space has
provided a loud and lively soundtrack to the show admin!

Sam Porter-Frakes - Production Manager
Sam is going to his 4th year of Engineering at Fitzwilliam College. His previous credits
include Technical Director (Princess Ida at The Minack, 2019), Production Manager
(As You Like It at the Fitzwilliam Museum Gardens, 2021), and Video Director
(CUMTS Gala: AWild Wild Party, ADC Theatre, 2021). Sam is incredibly excited
to be back at Minack managing this year's production, and hopes the stress of booking
accommodation in Cornwall for the crew is rewarded by some lovely weather.

Production Team



Eleanor Medcalf - Musical Director
Eleanor is entering her final year studying Classics at Queens’ College, Cambridge, where she is
also a Choral Scholar. She has been Vice-President of Cambridge University Musical Society
and amongst her varied artistic projects has performed as conductor, harpist, pianist, cellist and
singer. During her time as President of St Margaret’s Society (Queens’ College's music society)
she directed a concert of Gustav and Imogen Holst’s Part-Songs and produced Cambridge
University Opera Society’s production of The Last Hotel by Donnacha Dennehy and Enda
Walsh. As a harpist, she has appeared in major UK venues such as the Royal Albert Hall at the
BBC Proms and Royal Festival Hall with the National Youth Orchestra of GB. In 2018, she
was Principal Harpist under Marin Alsop for Bernstein’s Mass, and was a Prizewinner in
Cambridge University Symphony Orchestra’s Concerto Competition 2019. As a pianist, she
enjoys accompanying English song repertoire and breaking out into “The Lambeth Walk” at
every available opportunity.

Sam Chappell
Sam is in their second year of BA Fine Art and History of Art at Goldsmiths College,
University of London. This is their first year at Minack! When not cooking, Sam
enjoys learning about historical dressmaking techniques.

Cora Milner-Morris
Cora is a second-year Politics and Anthropology student at Wolfson College,
Cambridge. After a string of starring roles in primary school theatre productions, she
has somewhat fallen from grace and is now confined to the kitchen, where she and Sam
have spent the last three weeks catering for the cast and crew.

Ella Lowden
Ella is going into her second year reading English at Clare College Cambridge. This is
her first costume design role but she has years of experience in dressmaking. In her spare
time Ella enjoys wild swimming and painting



Philippa Somerset - Assistant Producer
Philippa is in the second year of her undergraduate degree in English at Newnham
College Cambridge. In her spare time she enjoys visiting art galleries and cooking.

Ella Muir -Assistant Costume Designer
Ella is going into her third year of undergraduate English at Newnham College
Cambridge. Previously she has been Costume Designer for Macbeth (ADC Theatre,
2020) and Maurice (Corpus Playroom, 2020). In her spare time Ella sings and
embroiders everything that doesn't move.

Fleur Gardner-Wray - Assistant Musical Director
Fleur is studying for a degree in Engineering at Queens’ College Cambridge. She has
previously been musical director for her school’s production of Legally Blonde and
enjoys singing in Queens’ College Chapel Choir in her spare time.

Emily Beck - Assistant Director
Emily is a fourth-year Classics student at Fitzwilliam College, Cambridge. Past credits
include: Associate Director for The Dazzle (Corpus Playroom, 2020) and Assistant
Director for Private Peaceful (Fitzwilliam College, 2019). Emily has produced and
directed two online showcases for Jack & Master, the actor-musician ensemble for which
she is Artistic Director, and is a member of the National Youth Theatre.



Sieve Boniauti - Publicity Designer
Sieve is about to begin their third undergraduate year in Classics at Trinity College,
Cambridge. They have previously worked on How Does It Feel (ADC Theatre, 2019)
and The Backwards People (ADC Theatre, 2021). They enjoy getting lost on the
occasional wandering through the woods and attempting to bake.

Natalie Matthews - Makeup Designer
Natalie is about to enter her second year as a History undergraduate at Queen’s College.
This is her first job in theatre but she looks forward to working on more shows
throughout the year. Her hobbies include embroidery and baking.



Ella Fitt - Lighting Designer
Ella is going into her third year of studying Philosophy at Selwyn College. She has
previously designed lights for ‘On Your Bike’ (Edinburgh Fringe, 2021), ‘Ordinary
Days’ (ADC Theatre, 2020) and ‘My Fair Lady’ (ADC Theatre, 2020). When she’s
not partaking in excessive amounts of theatre (a rare occasion...) she enjoys getting
creative drawing, painting and sometimes even making films.

Jonathan Powell - Set Designer
Jon is heading into his third and final year of English at Queens’ College Cambridge.
His previous roles include set designing for Nell Gwynn (ADC Theatre, 2019), The
Rise and Fall of Little Voice (ADC Theatre, 2020), The Dazzle (Corpus Playroom,
2020) and Little Shop of Horrors (ADC Theatre, 2021). When he’s not haunting the
ADC workshop he’s feverishly writing plays and radio dramas of his own.

Kit Treadwell - Sound Designer
Kit is going into his third year studying Anglo-Saxon, Norse & Celtic at St.
Catharine’s College, Cambridge. He has previously sound designed On Your Bike
(winner of Best Musical, Edinburgh Fringe, 2021), Little Shop of Horrors (ADC
Theatre, 2021), and Ordinary Days (ADC Theatre, 2020), among others. He speaks
limited middle Cornish, enjoys the company of cats, and is attempting to learn tap
dance; he is yet to attempt all three at once.

Technical Team



Will Audis - Sound Designer
William is a third-year undergraduate reading Classics at Downing College,
Cambridge. His previous credits as a sound designer include the CUADC/Footlights
Panto (ADC Theatre, 2021), Macbeth (ADC Theatre, 2020), the Footlights Spring
Revue (ADC Theatre, 2020) and A View from the Bridge (ADC Theatre, 2020).
Beyond academic life and theatre, William is a keen church bellringer and motorsports
enthusiast, and counts chess, classical music and cricket among his other interests.

Dominic Littlewood - Stage Manager
Dominic has just finished his undergraduate degree in Computer Science at Homerton
College, Cambridge. His previous roles include Stage Manager (Little Shop of
Horrors, ADC Theatre, 2021) and Head Carpenter (CUADC/Footlights
Pantomime 2021: Sleeping Beauty, ADC Theatre, 2021). Outside of his studies and
theatre, Dominic loves to cook and has recently started climbing.

Matthew Latham - Technical Director
Matthew has just finished his undergraduate degree in Engineering at Fitzwilliam
College, Cambridge. His previous roles include Production Manager (Princess Ida,
The Minack, 2019) and Technical Director (Guys & Dolls, ADC Theatre, 2019). In
his spare time, Matthew does lots of theatre!

Clemmie Smith - Pyrotechnician
Clemmie is in her final year studying Law as an undergraduate at Newnham College.
She is an international student from Perth, Western Australia, and when not studying
spends most of her time rowing on the Cam.



Derek Penny - Chief Electrician
Derek just about finds time between messing about in the theatre to study English at
Pembroke College, where they are going into their second year. Their previous
Cambridge credits include co-lighting CUMTS Gala: AWild Wild Party, and deputy
stage management on No Quarter, both at the ADC Theatre. On the rare occasion they
are not in the lighting box or the library they can be found writing letters and dressing up!

Maria Cleasby - Deputy Stage Manager
Maria is going into her final year studying Politics at Queens' College Cambridge. Her
previous credits include Deputy Stage Manager (Macbeth, ADC Theatre, 2020),
Deputy Stage Manager (CUMTS Gala: AWild, Wild Party, ADC Theatre, 2021)
and Stage Manager (Princess Ida, Minack Theatre, 2019). Maria is delighted to be back
at the Minack and even more delighted that this time she has upgraded to having a roof.

Jeremy Zolnai-Lucas - Head Carpenter
Jeremy is a third year Engineer specialising in Electronics and Control at Clare College.
He has previously technical directed several shows at the ADC Theatre, as well as gone
on a tour of Europe with the European Tour Group as a technician. He enjoys rowing
and oscilloscopes.

Anna Piper-Thompson - Assistant Set Designer
Anna is going into the second year of her undergraduate degree in English at Clare
College Cambridge. Her previous Assistant Set Designer roles have been for Ordinary
Days (ADC Theatre, 2020) and Little Shop of Horrors (ADC Theatre, 2021). She is a
proud bookworm, and loves doing anything creative - from painting and photography to
running her own YouTube channel.



We would also like to thank our talented and passionate crew

Craig Stewart, Izzie Sayer, Cody Knight, Annabelle York and Lauren Carey

for dedicating their time and skill to the production

And to Eloïse and Guy at Seaswept farm for allowing us to build our set in their barn!



Wendi Wang - First Violin

Lottie Swainston - First Violin
Lottie is going into her second year of studying English at Emmanuel College
Cambridge where she also has a choral scholarship. Prior to this she played violin at the
RCM junior department and in the National Youth Orchestra. Asides from music she
loves baking and hiking in the lake district.

Lawrance Chiang - Second Violin
Lawrance graduated from Cambridge in 2018. As a violinist he enjoyed performing
with the Royal College of Music, as well as with other orchestras whilst abroad in
Prague and Kraków. It is an understatement to say that he has a thing for Dire Straits.

Orchestra



Hannah Erlebach - Viola
Hannah has just finished her undergraduate degree in Mathematics at Trinity Hall
Cambridge. She played the violin in Princess Ida at the Minack in 2019, and has now
upgraded to the viola. Apart from her degree she spent much of her time at Cambridge
rowing and trying not to get caught climbing buildings.

Andrew Knowles - Cello
Andrew has just started a new job at DEFRA focusing on roadside nitrogen dioxide
emissions (please don't idle your cars!). He studied Biology at The University of York
and two summers ago joined a Cambridge uni orchestra tour to Poland which helps
explain his presence here."

James Kiln - Double Bass
James has just finished his undergraduate degree in Mathematics and will be continuing
his studies for the integrated masters next year. He has played double bass in many
orchestras across Cambridge, including the Cambridge University Orchestra and
Symphony Orchestra. In his spare time James enjoys chess, sailing and making ice
cream.

Emma Dinnage - First Flute
Emma is a third-year Natural Sciences student at St Catharine's College, Cambridge.
This is her fourth show with the society, having performed in the orchestra in Princess
Ida (Minack Theatre, 2019), Patience (Robinson College Auditorium, 2019) and The
Sorcerer (West Road Concert Hall, 2020). Outside of her degree, she volunteers with
St John Ambulance, dotes on her two cats, and will be appearing on this season of
University Challenge. Emma really enjoyed her time at the Minack two years ago, and
hopes that she won't injure herself on the third day this year.



Cassia Quick - Flute

Jasmine Andrews Tipper - Second Clarinet
Jasmine Andrews Tipper is currently a teacher at Berkshire Maestros and Soundheart
Music, where she teaches (bass) clarinet, Saxophone, recorder, piano, and music theory.
She also thoroughly enjoys performing, especially at the Minack Theatre, where she has
previously performed in Patience, Pirates of Penzance and Princess Ida. Jasmine intends
to pursue orchestral and chamber music as part of her career, especially on bass clarinet.
In her spare time, Jasmine enjoys reading, horse riding and building wooden models.

Barnaby Collins - Second Clarinet
Barnaby is going into his final year studying MEng Computer Science at Durham
University. He has performed in a number of pit bands and societies in Durham
including Durham University Concert Band and a production of The Tempest in the
Gala Theatre. He also plays bass clarinet and drums, is heavily involved in Durham's
events tech scene and performs more electronically using a Novation Circuit or at
Durham DJ Society.

Francis Bamford - Bassoon
Francis is in his second year reading Music at St John's College Cambridge. A first
study singer, Francis spends most of his time singing countertenor in St John's choir,
though he has also played bassoon with a number of top youth orchestras, including the
Britten Sinfonia Academy.



Will Jones - Horn

Owen Aljabar - First Trumpet

Sam Steinberg - Second Trumpet
Sam is midway through his undergraduate degree in engineering. He has played with
the Cambridge University Wind Orchestra and Brass Band as well as in performances
of Anything Goes and the Sound of Music outside of the university.

Toby Mills - Trombone
Toby is halfway through his mathematics masters at Warwick. His credits on the
trombone include A Chorus Line, The Bartered Bride (Warwick Arts Centre, 2020)
and Trinity Big Band (Ronnie Scott’s). When not playing trombone, he can be found
accompanying and singing in Warwick’s Improv Musical, leading the a cappella society
and playing Dungeons & Dragons. He is delighted to be playing with CU G&S
society as his parents were members many eons ago.



The Cambridge University Gilbert and Sullivan Society exists to put on
high quality productions of (mostly) the operettas of Gilbert and Sullivan,
and to provide an opportunity for lovers of singing, dancing, acting and
terrible puns to meet and socialise. The society’s first production, The
Mikado at the ADC Theatre, Cambridge, in 1961 was a labour of love. It
was cast by asking around friends and the orchestra was fixed in a similar
way. The show was a success and the Cambridge University Gilbert and
Sullivan Society was born!

Nowadays the society puts on five productions a year: in November,
February and June in Cambridge, a performance at the International
Gilbert & Sullivan Festival in Harrogate and a large production at the
prestigious Minack Theatre on the cliffs of Porthcurno in Cornwall.

The society also enjoys a vibrant social life, including regular informal sing-
throughs of Gilbert & Sullivan operettas. This, along with an abundance
of pub trips make CUG&SS what it is today: a musical, friendly and most
importantly, fun society where everyone is welcome!

The Society





The CUG&S society’s annual slot to perform at the Minack Theatre in the
third week of September is accompanied by another tradition: the
transformation of the Church and Church Hall in Paul Village, into
rehearsal, living, sleeping, eating and relaxing space for cast, prod team and
orchestra. As you might be able to imagine, this is an insane living set up.

The sound of singing dominates both the hall and also the surrounding
space, most notably the outdoor seating of the Kings Arms Pub. We have
had several curious tourists along with the residents of Paul pause to listen,
or ask what we are doing.

The Church Hall is a lively place, the kitchen acting as the hub of activity
where our Company Managers, Cora and Sam, take on the huge role of
cooking every day for the whole company, whilst also taking care of welfare
and social events. Rob works on his rehearsal plans in spare moments and
can often be caught alone in the hall trying out various leaps in pursuit of
the perfect blocking. Those of us not in rehearsals can be found dotted
around in odd spots to work (the pantry), for workouts, (also the pantry) or
perhaps the costume room, otherwise known as the ‘bat cave’ due to the
resident bat. Walks, runs and swims in the sea providing welcome contrast
to the intensity of the indoor space.

We are lucky that the residents of Paul have been accommodating and
wonderful hosts and friends to us since the first G&S production at the
Minack in 1974 and there are several members of the community who year
after year have helped us in our arrival and during our stay, to whom we are
incredibly grateful. Despite our often raucous presence from daytime
rehearsals and nighttime pub trips and campfires, we have been made to feel
that we are a welcome temporary addition to the community.

Although we are here this year as a continuation of a long tradition that has
come before us, we are the first company to have been able to come to
Cornwall since the pandemic. We have arrived in the wake of eighteen
months of disruption to all of our lives, and in this context the coming
together of groups of students who had previously only met online, feels
particularly joyful and exciting. We can only hope that the show brings the
same joy to the audience as it has done to us.

Life in
theChurchHall

Anastasia Joyce, Producer



We would like to thank the many people who have enabled us to
put on this show, in particular:

The residents of Paul for their hospitality and enthusiasm for the
show. We are especially grateful for Pam and Margaret, Jane and
Chris, and the Reverend Andrew Yates. We are also thankful for
the staff at The King’s Arms for keeping us well watered during
our time in Cornwall.

Cora Morris and Sam Chappell for keeping us sane and fed.

Rob Nicholas, for his energetic engagement with just about
everything and his much appreciated capacity to entertain; Eleanor
Medcalf, for her thoughtful and careful handling of the score and
patience in rehearsals; and Sam Porter-Frakes for his excess of
activity and enthusiasm for the show and everything related to it.

To Jonathan Whiting and Michael Morrison for composing the
additional duet ‘For Joseph has my hand’ and ‘The quiv’ring
pangs’ .

To Ella Muir, Emily Beck and Fleur Gardner-Wray for their
incredible work and support.

Also to Fleur Gardner-Wray for her repetiteuring and learning to
double as a percussionist on short notice.

To Ollie Duff, Alan Eagan, Charlie Jonas and Alex Barnett for
giving up their time to help with the production.

To Tom Unwin for lending his skill and time (and also lovely
photographs, and for writing his own acknowledgement).

To anyone not mentioned here who has helped in the making the
show.
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